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“A concerted effort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, 

aesthetic, inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us 

who we are.” 

 

ITL Public School observed the World Heritage Day. To begin with the celebration an online 

heritage quiz was conducted by The Heritage Club of ITL Public School, under the aegis of the 

Department of Social Science. The occasion was graced by the respected Principal ma’am, ITL 

Public School, Dr. Sudha Acharya.  Ms. Manisha Seewal (Chief Marketing Officer of Carro) 

was the guest of honour for the day. The quiz was attended by the teachers and students of class XII, 

who with great pleasure witnessed the vivacious question and answer round. 

The session began with the emcee Anisha Srivastava (XII F) highlighting the importance of one’s 

culture and traditions. From there the Ex- Vice Head Girl of the school, Priya Ratti took over as the 

quiz master. The participating teams who were named after the core principles of Lord Buddha’s 

teachings demonstrated their knowledge and competence by answering the challenging questions 

that were put forth. The questions were quite diversified and were related to Culture, Polity and 

Current Affairs. There were a total of four rounds including a warm up round as well. 

The quizmaster kept the dynamism of the quiz alive by intermittently sharing with the audience, 

amazing information and lesser known facts, about people, places things and ideas. The session was 

definitely enriching as it elevated the knowledge of all the people who were a part of the session.  

 

1) Participant trying to make the right guess in choosing from amongst the difficult options. 

 

 



2) The quizmaster and participant enjoying light humour while talking about the Indian Rasoi. 

 

 

3) The participant is extremely confident about her answer and is thus exhilarated on winning 

30 points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4) The participant and the quizmaster listen very attentively to the audio round. 

 

 


